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Take-home message

The present HE system is, for many reasons, not sustainable. Making clear
choices is inevitable; leaving “everything as it is” leads to weak performance on
all fronts.
It is a mistake to think that very established institutions like universities will not be
affected: in some areas disruption will take place!
Make careful analysis of the disruption landscape: the future is now.
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University 2040: forces that affect
university strategy
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Key forces for the future

(a.o. based on OECD (2019): “Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance”. Higher
Education, OECD Publishing)

Strengths and weaknesses
the large-scale changes in the landscape around us
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An often neglected strength: (still)
respected and well-funded

…but for how long?
•
•
•
•
•

Higher education costs more than education at any other level
HE spending per student is increasing rapidly
Governments account for >65% of expenditure
Households pay ̴ 20% of cost, rapidly increasing in some countries
Number of students increased with 10%, but total expenditure with 30%!

(a.o. based on OECD (2019): “Benchmarking Higher Education
System Performance”. Higher Education, OECD Publishing)
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The deepening social divide

Next to diminishing funding…a growing social divide
High tuition fees and privatization of HE are instrumental in shaping a divided
society (‘zip code is more important than talent’) that in many countries even
might affect the political stability.
The elite position of the academic world will increasingly meet with criticism –
see yellow vest protest in France, and latest statements of populists in Italy and
the Netherlands.
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Increasing protectionism and the
post-truth society

….. and decreasing international student mobility
Since the financial crisis of 2008–2011, the world has entered a new era defined
by sharp contrasts and increasing protectionism. The present separation between
the large political blocks is bound to have a major impact on the academic world,
as well as on the extent knowledge and talent can be shared internationally.
Foreign students are essential to the viability of many universities in the USA, UK
and Australia - the flow of these students will certainly be affected. A
“business-model” based on international students is no longer viable.
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Inward-looking and not very agile

The university is inward-looking
The landscape surrounding the university has changed profoundly, but HE reacts
slowly: it is business as usual, in spite of the serious possibility of “over-education” in a
strongly changing labour market, and a deepening social divide. The university is losing
support in the political arena and is not believed to deliver.
The businessmodel in which student-growth guarantees income, will not work in the
future (aging populations and decreasing mobility from Asia). The classic reflex to ask
for more money (either from students or government) is a dead-end street and leads to
a crisis of credibility.

Opportunities and threats
the disruptive nature of (technological) change
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Centers of economy and science
are shifting rapidly

The economic balance of power is rapidly shifting; effects are already visible,
particularly in the US but also in Europe. The flow of talent and knowledge is
increasingly tipping towards Asia. Student mobility will follow, also from Africa where
highest growth in HE is to be expected.
Asia will clearly benefit from the combination of rapidly growing cities (=talent- and
innovation-pools) and economic strength. Particularly megacities form the proper
physical environment for global knowledge hubs (networks >50 universities); however,
digitisation is essential prerequisite to create such networks.
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Digitisation and unbundling

The demand for customised education grows rapidly. This leads to further
‘unbundling’: more and more modules are on offer, leading to (micro-)credentials.
Digital education plays a pivotal role herein.
Life Long Learning is gaining ground, also stimulated by labour market demands
(T-shaped professionals: there is increasing need for interdisciplinarity). Artificial
intelligence will take over forms of (strongly customized) learning.
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Knowledge transfer will change

Personalised learning, unbundling and lifelong learning will lead to a totally different
university: less ‘physical’, more network-based, and belonging to a larger (regional)
knowledge infrastructure.
The importance of full curricula and degree certificates will decrease, step-by-step
certification in combination with continuing education will increase in importance.
There will be a shift in emphasis from qualification (degree) to competencies and
skills; now level of competency and soft skills is too low!*)
(*) a.o. based on OECD (2019): “Benchmarking Higher Education
System Performance”. Higher Education, OECD Publishing)
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Social impact and an increasingly
international labour market

Growing confrontation with major social issues will dictate the university’s knowledge
agenda. This is particularly true in Europe and the US, less so in Asia. Growing
importance of ‘impact’ versus ‘economic value/valorisation’.
Sustainability will be key element in many decisions. Mobility of students and staff will
decrease dramatically, internationalisation shifts towards “the cloud”. But the labour
market will continue to globalize.

The profile of future stakeholders
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The network of stakeholders is
complex!

Change in the future field of
stakeholders is complex; it is
about much more than only
students!
It is about politics, society, the
changing labour market, and
the totally different way
knowledge will be transferred
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Stakeholder classification from core
stakeholders to indirect ones

Among the core stakeholders the largest
change is coming from students
Faculty will demand a totally different
reward and incentive scheme
Among the external stakeholders largest
pressure is from the changing labour
market and the demand from businesses
Society is the largest indirect stakeholder: the change will be
profound
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Most important core stakeholder:
the student

Core stakeholders: the profile of future students
The sociology of students will change, with increasing wealth they live longer with
their parents; parents have a strong say in selecting a university and study profile.
Focus and demand from students will shift from knowledge, to competency and
skills. Teaching will increasingly be together with potential employers: “the
university as workshop”.
Unbundling of the curriclum will imply shorter time at university before entering
the labour market, together with continuous development/education during career
steps.
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Most important direct stakeholder:
the university organisation

Direct stakeholders: the profile of future universities and
faculty
Over the past decades, the knowledge production increasingly has been valued in
economic terms, illustrated by the present-day emphasis on the economically
productive disciplines. This will change: focus will shift to societal challenges.
Universities need to cope with an increasingly clear division between global, high
ranked and rich universities, and the more locally operating institutions with less
money. Rankings remain important.
Faculty will require different reward and incentive schemes: less “bean counting” in
research and much more focus on teaching.
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Most important external
stakeholder: labourmarket and
businesses

External stakeholders: the profile of the future labour market
and businesses
According to OECD, the level of skills and competencies of student leaving the
modern university, is too low. Traditional strong focus on qualification will shift to
competency.
The demand for soft skills and ai/it literacy-skills will strongly increase.
Labourmarket will be more volatile, each career having more steps than at present.
Therefore, developing continuous education or Life Long Learning, is urgent.
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The most important indirect
stakeholder: society

Indirect stakeholder: society
Lowering of trust, increasing critiscism of elitism, the widening social divide: these
all demand action from the university. The Open Science debate, particularly
fierce in Europe, shows that more and more universities are prepared to pay
attention to the society at large. In response, the university will change from
increasingly technocratic, to a more value-driven institution working for society
and will be challenged to take leadership in times of profound change.
Governments will step back – private HEI’s increasingly important.

The challenge of
change
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The university should reach out to
society

It is essential that universities are aware of the growing societal gap between the
higher- and lower-educated. Potentially, this could undermine the respected position
the university still has.
This gap can only be bridged through adequate outreach. Therefore, Open Science is
crucial – this aims to make scientific research, data and dissemination accessible to all
levels of an inquiring society (EU commission: "new knowledge is created through
global collaborations involving thousands of people from across the world and from all
walks of life". )
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The university should prepare now!

Make use of the present “luxury”: invest in LLL and digital learning - the world as global
village will change into a world of digital connectedness.
Universities need (much better than now) to address societal/labour market demands: more
and more the focus is shifting from qualifications/degrees, to skills and competencies. That
requires drastic change of teaching programs.
Soft skills and digital competencies are essential, as is making use of artificial
intelligence/digitization.
Student mobility will substantially decrease, also because of sustainability considerations digitization, unbundling and LLL will take over.
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The modern university is not
transformative

Brennan et al 2004*) show that (in contrast to the claim) universities have almost no
impact on economical, political, and social transformations, and only a limited impact
on cultural ones.
Also internally, the power to change is limited - because knowledge production is
valued in economic terms, and emphasis is on obtaining outside funding and
rewarding individual performance. That makes the university a rather passive
follower of outside agendas. On top of that, faculty resist change using the quality
argument, arguing that “change affects quality”.
*)“The role of universities in the transformation of societies”
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Interaction HEI’s and stakeholders

Faculty and government
are conservative factors in
responding to necessary
change.
Re-training of faculty is
crucial.
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But also the QA agencies should
change!

Quality Assurance need to change significantly, because of :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible programs
More focus on competencies and skills than on qualification
Entrance and exit qualifications highly variable; competency-based admission will
increase, also to ensure successful LLL
More need for international benchmarking
Increase of privatization
Decreasing value of degree - stacking of credentials will increase
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HEI’s need QA in order to change

Focus of QA is now mostly
on preserving/establishing
quality; it should shift more
towards a role as partner in
collaborative transformation

Higher Education
in 2040
Summary

Universities are in profound
transition

Humboldtian stage
Elite
Knowledge-driven
Initial learning
Brick-and-mortar
Public
No technology
Teaching-intensive

Mass-education
stage
Mass-education
Economy-driven
Initial learning
Brick-and-mortar
Public/private
Developing
technology
Research-intensive

Rise and fall of students in the Netherlands 1900 2040

Unbundled stage
Flexible learning
Impact-driven
Life Long Learning
Blended
Private/public
Highly technological
Civic
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Take-home message (1)

It essential to realize that the university is changing substantially, but probably not
as rapidly as the surrounding landscape.
Labourmarket/businesses and students are key-forces in generating change.
Faculty and staff are by nature slowing-down change. The government is mostly
a follower of change and not very adequate in allocating innovation funds
stimulating re-training of faculty.
Modern and up-to-date QA can/should be an important agent of change.

Take-home message (2)

The present HE system is, for many reasons, not sustainable. Making clear
choices is inevitable; leaving “everything as it is” leads to weak performance on
all fronts.
It is a mistake to think that very established institutions like universities will not be
affected: in some areas disruption will take place!
Make careful analysis of the disruption landscape: the future is now.

Summary question

After Dirk van Damme: The innovation imperative in
education

Thank you!

